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Abstract. In data stream applications, streams typically arise from a geo-
graphically distributed collection of producers and may be queried by con-
sumers, which may be distributed as well. In such a setting, a query can
be seen as a subscription asking to be informed of all tuples that satisfy a
specific condition. We propose to support the publishing and querying of
distributed data streams by a publish/subscribe architecture.
To enable such a system to scale to a large number of producers and con-
sumers requires the introduction of republishers which collect together data
streams and make the merged stream available. If republishers consume from
other republishers, a hierarchy of republishers results.
We present a formalism that allows distributed data streams, published by
independent stream producers, to be integrated as views on a mediated
schema. We then use this formalism to develop query planning techniques
for the republishers, and methods to adapt plans when the set of available
data streams changes.

1 Introduction

Managing and querying data streams is a topic that has witnessed a surge of in-
terest in recent years [2, 11, 3]. Examples for applications include real-time analysis
of transactions at stock exchanges, detection of intrusions into computer networks,
or monitoring of road traffic. Streams usually record measurements that originate
from sensors which are installed at multiple locations, or which may even be moving.
Similarly, users interested in the streams are often distributed as well. For exam-
ple, consider an astronomical setting where there are satellites orbiting the Earth
containing sensors for measuring various phenomena. The measurements captured
by the satellites are continuously beamed back to Earth where they need to be
distributed to the laboratories where the astronomers can analyse the readings,
both with respect to previous measurements and measurements made on the Earth
(cf. [9]).

As opposed to the one-time queries posed over a database, which are interested
in receiving a set of answers against the current set of data, queries over data
streams are continuous. One can distinguish three main ways in which such queries
are used. The first is to direct data to a database where it is archived to be queried
later on. Another is to feed monitoring data produced by sensors into databases that
maintain a cache of current data and reflect the current state of the entities being
monitored. Finally, continuous queries may be set up to detect classes of events.
Such queries scan a stream for data values that exceed some threshold or that form
specific patterns. Often, considerable leverage can already be gained if such tasks
are realised for relatively weak query languages [5, 9].

The fact that both streams and stream queries are distributed suggests to under-
stand data stream management as a data integration task [7]. Although problems of
data integration have been widely studied for static databases [10, 16], the issue has
not been addressed for data streams as yet. In the present paper, we build upon a



data integration approach to publishing and querying data streams which has been
partially implemented in the R-GMA Grid information and monitoring system [5].
The approach follows the proposal for a Grid Monitoring Architecture (GMA) made
by the Global Grid Forum [15]. Although these ideas have been developed first in
the context of Grid monitoring, they are far more general and can be applied to
other scenarios where queries are posed over distributed streams.

In this approach, sources of stream data are called producers while entities posing
queries are called consumers. Producers and consumers interact with each other
according to a publish/subscribe protocol. A registry service allows producers to
advertise what kind of data they can supply, and consumers to register what kind
of data they request. Both advertisements and requests take the form of queries over
a set of relations which together make up a global schema. The rôle of the mediator
[17] is shared by the registry service, which finds suitable producers for a query,
and the consumer, which constructs a collection of queries over these producers and
executes them.

To enable such a system to scale to a large number of producers and consumers,
as necessary for a Grid, requires the introduction of republishers. A republisher
poses a query over the global schema, and makes the answer stream available for
other queries. As such, these republishers can be used to create a hierarchy. At
the bottom of such a hierarchy would be the producers. These would feed into the
republishers with the most specific queries. In turn, these republishers would be
used by more general republishers.

The need for something like a republisher hierarchy has been identified in other
Grid monitoring systems. For example, the widely used MDS2 system [6] has an
information collection service called a GIIS which can be formed into a hierarchy. In
such a hierarchy, the bottom level GIISs collect information directly from the data
sources. These then feed information into GIISs at the higher levels of the structure.

The formation of a hierarchy is useful as it

1. collects the “trickles” of information produced by sensors and merges them into
data streams,

2. reduces the number of connections that any one component needs to maintain,
e.g. a consumer need not contact every producer of relevant information if there
exists a republisher which already merges this data together, and

3. can be used as a cache of either latest-state information or historical data by
storing the data streams into a suitable database.

Whilst the presence of republishers allows for more efficient ways to answer
a consumer query, they also introduce complications. First, with republishers, re-
dundancy arises amongst data, since a piece of data that has been published by
a producer may also be made available by one or more republishers. Thus, when
answering a query, a choice has to be made as to where to retrieve which data.

Secondly, continuous queries are issued at some point in time and continue to
return answers until explicitly ended. This means that producers or republishers
may be added to, or removed from, the hierarchy during the lifetime of a query and
techniques are needed to adjust consumer query plans to such changes. Related to
this is the issue of maintaining the hierarchy. The formation of hierarchies in the
MDS2 system, for instance, is a manual process. Thus, if a GIIS should become
unavailable there is no mechanism by which the system can adapt to overcome this.

Building upon previous techniques for planning consumer queries in the presence
of stream republishers [4], the main contributions of this paper are to (i) extend the
techniques so that consumers can adapt to changes in a network, and (ii) develop
suitable planning techniques for republishers so that a hierarchy can be created and
maintained automatically.
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The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a formalisation
of the publication and querying of distributed data streams. This is not a straight-
forward task, but as we will show, the formalism presented simplifies the results of
this paper. Then, in Section 3, we extend the query planning techniques for con-
sumer queries so that they can adapt to changes in the network of producers and
republishers. Section 4 will then show why the techniques for planning consumer
queries are not directly applicable for the creation and maintenance of a hierarchy of
republishers and develops suitable techniques. We will then finish off by presenting
related work in Section 5 and our conclusions in Section 6.

2 Publishing and Querying Relational Data Streams

A publish/subscribe network consists of three kinds of components: producers, con-
sumers, and republishers. A stream producer generates and publishes a stream of
tuples; a consumer poses a query, by which it requests a stream consisting of all
tuples that satisfy the query; a republisher, similar to a consumer, poses a query but
also publishes the answers to that query. In order for the components to communi-
cate with each other, there is a registry service, which knows about all components
existing at any given point in time.

The presence of republishers allows for more efficient ways to answer a consumer
query, but at the same time makes it more complicated because with republishers,
redundancy arises amongst the data: a piece of data that has been published by
a producer may also be made available by one or more republishers. Thus, when
answering a query, a choice has to be made as to where to retrieve which data. This
section summarises the approach for this problem developed in [4].

In this paper, we consider only continuous queries that are selections on a rela-
tion. This is similar to the class of continuous queries currently supported by the
R-GMA system, where continuous queries are used to control the flow of data and
more complex queries are posed over the caches held by the republishers.

2.1 Publishing Relational Data Streams

We assume that there is a global relational schema against which consumers and
republishers pose their queries. The attributes of a relation in the global schema
are split into three parts: key attributes, measurement attributes, and a timestamp
attribute. As an example, taken from a grid monitoring application, consider the
relation ntp (“network throughput”) with the schema

ntp(from, to, tool, psize, latency, timestamp),

which records the time it took (according to some particular tool) to transport
packets of a specific size from one node to another. The underlined attributes make
up the primary key of ntp, while latency is the measurement attribute.

Consumer and republisher queries have the form σC(r), where r is a schema
relation and C is a condition on the attributes of r, built up using the usual oper-
ators in such queries, such as equalities and comparisons, and combining them by
boolean connectives. For example, the query q1:= σfrom=’hw’∧psize≥1024(ntp) asks for
all measurements for packets of size at least 1024 bytes that have been sent from
Heriot-Watt University. The only assumption we make is that satisfiability of such
conditions is decidable. Both consumers and republishers register their queries with
the registry service.

Producers, in a similar vein, inform the registry about the data they publish by
registering a selection query σD(r) or view with the registry service. If the relation
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r does not yet exist in the global schema, it is added to it. As an example we will
consider the producer S1, with the descriptive view σfrom=’hw’∧tool=’udpmon’(ntp).

The meaning of such a registration is that the producer promises to publish
only tuples that satisfy the view. We say that such a producer publishes for r.
Thus, the producer S1 promises to publish tuples which record the latency of pack-
ets being sent from Heriot-Watt University measured with the UDPmon tool [8].
The view registered by a producer is only a sound, but not a complete descrip-
tion of its data. It is possible, therefore, that different producers register identical
or overlapping views. The set of all stream producers existing in the network at
a given point in time is called a producer configuration and denoted as S. In the
running example, we will consider the producer configuration S1 consisting of the
following producers with their descriptive views, S2:= σfrom=’hw’∧tool=’ping’(ntp),
S3:= σfrom=’ral’∧tool=’ping’(ntp), and S4:= σfrom=’ral’∧tool=’udpmon’(ntp). The set of
four producers together record the latency in both directions between Heriot-Watt
University and Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, using both the UDPmon and PINGER
[1] tools.

For our discussion, we adopt a sequence-based model of streams. A stream may
be infinite or end after a finite time. We capture this by defining a stream s for
relation r as a partial function from the natural numbers N to the set Tr of all
tuples satisfying the schema of r,

s : N ↪→ Tr,

such that, if s(n) is defined for some n ∈ N, the tuple s(m) is defined for all m < n.
Thus, s(n) denotes the nth tuple of s. We assume that each producer publishes a
stream of tuples satisfying its descriptive view. An example tuple published by S2

could be
(’hw’, ’ral’, ’ping’, 512, 10, 2005-02-12:10:12:54).

To specify further assumptions, we need two shorthands for the subtuples of s(n).
We write sκ(n) for the values of the key attributes and sτ (n) for the timestamp. We
say that a stream s1 is a substream of s2 if s1 can be obtained from s2 by deleting
zero or more tuples from s2. A channel of s is a maximal substream whose tuples
agree on the key attributes of s. For a tuple t occurring in s, where tκ is the subtuple
of t that contains the values of the key attributes, the substream of s consisting of
the tuples with sκ(n) = tκ is the channel of t. For the example tuple above, the
channel is defined by the subtuple

(’hw’, ’ral’, ’ping’, 512),

which records latencies from Heriot-Watt University to Rutherford Appleton Lab-
oratory for packets of 512 bytes measured with the PINGER tool.

In contrast to consumer and republisher queries, we require that the conditions
D in producer views only restrict the key attributes. Thus, the view restricts the
channels of a producer, but not the possible measurements.

The following are properties that a stream may have

Duplicate Freeness: A stream s is duplicate free if for all m, n with m 6= n we
have that s(m) 6= s(n).

Weak Order: A stream s is weakly ordered if for all m, n with sκ(m) = sκ(n) and
m < n we have that sτ (m) < sτ (n). This means that in every channel of s,
tuples appear in the order of their timestamps.

Channel Disjointness: Two streams s1 and s2 are channel disjoint if for all m, n
we have that sκ

1 (m) 6= sκ
2 (n), that is, if s1 and s2 have no channels in common.
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In addition to satisfying the descriptive views, we require that the streams pub-
lished by producers in a network are duplicate free and weakly ordered. Many
complex queries over streams, e.g. aggregate queries, are only defined for ordered
streams. Since it is impractical in a distributed setting to achieve that streams are
completely ordered w.r.t. their timestamps, we only guarantee that each channel is
ordered. Distinct producers must publish streams that are channel disjoint, although
their views may overlap.

2.2 Queries and Query Plans

We consider a selection query q = σC(r) posed by a consumer. Since there is no
well-defined stream r, we have to define what an answer to such a query should
be. An answer stream for q is any duplicate free and weakly ordered stream that
consists of those tuples satisfying C that occur in streams of producers that publish
for r. Note that, according to this definition, there can be infinitely many different
answer streams for a query q. Any two answer streams consist of the same tuples,
but differ regarding the order in which they appear.

A query referring to a relation r in the global schema is called a global query.
A global query cannot be answered by accessing r directly, since r stands only
for a virtual stream. Instead, a global query has to be translated into a local query,
which accesses producers and republishers, which publish physical streams. We refer
jointly to producers and republishers as publishers, denoted as P .

To answer global selection queries it is sufficient to consider local queries Q that
are multiset unions of selections over publishers P1, . . . , Pm, written

Q = σC1(P1) ] · · · ] σCm
(Pm).

An answer to Q is any stream that is obtained by selecting, for each i = 1, . . . ,m,
the tuples satisfying Ci from the stream published by Pi, and then merging the
resulting streams.

A local query Q is a plan for a global query q if every answer stream for Q is
also an answer stream for q. Thus, Q is a plan for q if and only if all possible answer
streams for Q have four properties. They have to be sound and complete w.r.t. q,
that is, they have to contain only tuples satisfying q and they have to contain all
such tuples. Moreover, they have to be duplicate free and weakly ordered. We say
that a local query has any of these four properties if its answer stream always has
this property.

It is not difficult to come up with a plan using only producers. Given the query
q = σC(r), we choose all stream producers Si, where i = 1, . . . ,m, with views
σDi(r) such that C ∧Di is satisfiable. A producer with a view σD(r), where C ∧D
is unsatisfiable, is irrelevant because no tuple published by such a producer can
possibly satisfy the condition of q. Clearly, we obtain all tuples satisfying the query
by pushing the query condition C to each of the producers Si and taking the union
of the results, which is described by the local query

Q = σC(S1) ] · · · ] σC(Sm).

For Q to be a plan for q, answer streams for Q must also be duplicate free and
weakly ordered. However, this is the case since producer streams are weakly ordered,
duplicate free and mutually channel disjoint.

For the example query q1, over the producer configuration S1, the local query

Q1 = σfrom=’hw’∧psize≥1024(S1) ] σfrom=’hw’∧psize≥1024(S2)

generates a sound and complete w.r.t. q1, duplicate free, and weakly ordered answer
stream for q1.
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2.3 Query Plans Using Republishers

Creating plans for a global query q = σC(r) becomes more difficult if we want to
use republishers. That is, in addition to a producer configuration S, we consider a
set R of republishers. Together, they make up a publisher configuration

P = S ∪R.

We assume that each republisher is producing an answer stream for its defining
global query by running a plan using publishers from P.

It may seem that our approach to query planning is circular. Since we assume
that republishers are running plans for their defining queries, it may look as if we
suppose the planning problem is already solved before we study it. One should note,
however, that for publisher configurations with R = ∅ we have already solved the
planning problem in the previous subsection, so that creating a plan for a new global
query in the presence of an arbitrary publisher configuration is just the induction
step.

Consider two republishers R1 and R2 publishing views σD1(r) and σD2(r), re-
spectively, such that both C ∧D1 and C ∧D2 are satisfiable and consider the local
query Q = σC(R1) ] σC(R2). Clearly, each of the two components in Q potentially
delivers answer tuples for q, and Q delivers only tuples that satisfy C. However,
there are three problems.

First, answers to Q may not be duplicate free. For example, if r = ntp, C =
true, D1 = “from = ’hw’”, and D2 = “to = ’ral’”, then both R1 and R2 publish
measurements of latencies from Heriot-Watt University to Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory, and each such tuple will appear twice in an answer to Q. This difficulty
can be overcome if we replace the second component σC(R2) in Q by σC∧¬D1(R2),
which suppresses all tuples coming from R2 that also appear in the stream coming
from R1.

Second, two republishers with different views may be equivalent with respect
to the query q. For instance, let us modify the previous example by considering a
global query with the condition C = “from = ’hw’∧to = ’ral’”. Then it is obvious
that both republishers are equally well suited for answering the query. This shows
that when creating query plans we have to compare publishers, that is producers
and republishers, as to what relevant information they can provide for a query. We
will do this by defining a suitable subsumption relation on publishers.

Third, a local query may retrieve the tuples requested by a global query, but may
fail to ensure weak order. To see this, let us modify the original example so that
the conditions of the queries defining the republishers are D1 = “latency < 100”
and D2 = “latency ≥ 100”. Then an answer stream produced by Q = σtrue(R1) ]
σtrue(R2) is duplicate free and contains all the tuples produced in the network that
satisfy q = σtrue(r). However, this answer stream need not be weakly ordered. The
reason is that a producer S may publish a tuple t1 with a latency value less than
100 and later on a tuple t2 for the same channel as t1, but with a latency value
greater than 100. The tuple t1 will be republished by R1 and t2 by R2. In the
multiset union of σtrue(R1) and σtrue(R2) the order of t1 and t2 may be reversed,
so that the resulting stream is not weakly ordered. In Subsection 2.4 we show how
to avoid such ill-formed plans in the case that conditions in views and queries are
conjunctions of the form E = Eκ ∧ Eµ, where Eκ involves only key attributes and
Eµ only measurement attributes.

2.4 Computing Query Plans

We assume from now on that in global queries and descriptive views the conditions
on key and measurement attributes are decoupled, that is, every condition C can
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be equivalently written as Cκ ∧ Cµ, where Cκ involves only key attributes and
Cµ involves only non-key attributes. In practice, this assumption will usually be
satisfied.

We first consider consumer queries. To begin with, we single out the publishers
that can contribute to a query plan. We say that a publisher P with view σD(r),
where D = Dκ ∧Dµ, is relevant for a query q = σC(r) with C = Cκ ∧ Cµ if it has
the following two properties:

1. C ∧D is satisfiable (Consistency);
2. Cµ |= Dµ (Measurement Entailment).

The first property states that P can potentially contribute values for some chan-
nels requested by q. The second one states that for those channels all measurements
requested by q are offered by P . This avoids the third difficulty discussed in Subsec-
tion 2.3. Note that if P is a producer, measurement entailment always holds because
the conditions in the view describing P do not involve measurement attributes.

Consider the publisher configuration P1 consisting of the producers in producer
configuration S1 along with three republishers. Republisher R1 collects together all
latencies which have a source of Heriot-Watt University. The view registered by R1

would be σfrom=’hw’(ntp). Likewise, we create a republisher R2 with the view con-
dition σfrom=’ral’(ntp), which collects all latencies with a source of Rutherford Ap-
pleton Laboratory. We also create the republisher R3 which republishers the entire
stream for ntp. The view for R3 would be σtrue(ntp). Against this publisher config-
uration, the set of relevant publishers for the example query q1 is {S1, S2, R1, R3 }.

Next, we rank the relevant publishers for q according to the channels they can
contribute to q. Let P be a relevant publisher and R a relevant republisher, where P
has the view σDκ∧Dµ(r) and R has the view σEκ∧Eµ(r). We say that P is subsumed
by R w.r.t. q, and write P �q R, if

Dκ ∧ Cκ |= Eκ.

We say that P is strictly subsumed by R w.r.t. q, and write P ≺q R, if P �q R,
but not R �q P . Note that a producer can never subsume another publisher. The
reason is that producer views provide only a sound description of a stream, not a
complete one.

We present a method for constructing query plans that consist of publishers that
are maximal with regard to the subsumption relation “�q”. We suppose that the
publisher configuration and the query q = σC(r) are fixed.

A relevant publisher is maximal if it is not strictly subsumed by another relevant
publisher. Let Mq be the set of maximal relevant publishers for q. We partition Mq

into the subsets MS
q and MR

q , consisting of producers and republishers, respectively.
The set of maximal relevant publishers for q1 is {R1, R3 }.

We write P1 ∼q P2 if P1 �q P2 and P2 �q P1. Clearly, if P1 and P2 are two
distinct maximal relevant publishers, and P1 �q P2, then P1 ∼q P2. Note that a
producer is never equivalent to another publisher because it cannot subsume the
other publisher. Thus, the relation “∼q” is an equivalence relation on the set of
republishers MR

q and we say that R1 is equivalent to R2 w.r.t. q if R1 ∼q R2.
We denote the equivalence class of a republisher R w.r.t. q as [R]q. Any two

equivalent republishers will contribute the same answer tuples satisfying q. There-
fore we need only choose one element of any class [R]q when constructing a plan
for q. We note that in the example, the republishers R1 and R3 are equivalent with
respect to the channels that they can provide for q1. Thus, they would form an
equivalence class.

The set of all equivalence classes of maximal relevant republishers is denoted as

MR
q =

{
[R]q

∣∣ R ∈ MR
q

}
.
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R3: Data Flow
Potential answer streampsize >= 1024

from = ’hw’

from = ’hw’
R1:

from = ’hw’ /\
tool = ’udpmon’

S1:
from = ’hw’ /\
tool = ’ping’

S2:

from = ’ral’
R2:

from = ’ral’ /\
tool = ’ping’

S3:
from = ’ral’ /\
tool = ’UDPmon’

S4:

?

?

Fig. 1. The consumer query q1 being posed at the publisher configuration P1.

We call the pair Mq = (MR
q ,MS

q ) the meta query plan for q. We show next how
one can construct actual query plans from Mq.

A sequence 〈R1, . . . , Rk〉 of republishers that is obtained by choosing one rep-
resentative from each class of republishers in MR

q is called a supplier sequence for
q.

Let 〈R1, . . . , Rk〉 be a supplier sequence for q and S1, . . . , Sl be the stream pro-
ducers in MS

q . Suppose the descriptive views of the Ri have the conditions Di. We
define the canonical republisher query for the sequence as

QR = σC1(R1) ] · · · ] σCk
(Rk),

where C1 = C and Ci = C ∧ ¬(D1 ∨ · · · ∨ Di−1) for i ∈ 2..k. Moreover, we define
the canonical stream producer query as

QS = σC′(S1) ] · · · ] σC′(Sl),

where C ′ = C ∧ ¬(D1 ∨ . . . ∨Dk).
The selection conditions on the disjuncts in QR ensure that Ri only contributes

channels that no Ri′ with i′ < i can deliver, and the condition C ′ in QS guarantees
that producers only contribute channels that cannot be delivered by the republish-
ers.

Note that the conditions Ci depend on the order of republishers in the sequence,
but once the order is fixed, they do not depend on which republisher is chosen from
an equivalence class. Moreover, although syntactically the conditions C ′ in QS may
differ for different supplier sequences, they are all equivalent.

Thus, the meta query plan for q1 would be

Mq1 =
({
{R1, R3 }

}
, ∅

)
.

The possible data flows are shown in Fig. 1. One possible query plan would be

Q1 = σfrom=’hw’∧psize≥1024(R1).

The following theorem, taken from [4], summarises when a local query Q is a
plan for a global query q.

Theorem 1. Let q be a global query, QR be the canonical republisher query, and
QS be the canonical stream producer query for some supplier sequence for q. Then

Q = QR ]QS

is a plan for q.
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3 Plan Maintenance

When a new publisher is introduced or an existing publisher drops off, the query
plans of consumers have to be adapted to the new situation. A meta query plan Mq

depends on two parameters: a global query q, which is explicit in our notation, and
a publisher configuration P, which so far was taken to be fixed. However, during
the execution period of a global query, which is usually long lived, it is possible that
P changes to a new configuration P ′ because new publishers arise or existing ones
vanish. As a consequence, the meta query plan for q in the new configuration P ′
may differ from the one in P and the query plan may have to change as well. To
make the dependency on the publisher configuration explicit, in this section we will
write meta query plans for q w.r.t. P and P ′ as Mq(P) and Mq(P ′), respectively.

One possibility to move from Mq(P) to Mq(P ′) would be to compute the new
meta query plan from scratch. However, it is likely to be more efficient to (i) identify
when at all Mq(P) is affected by a change of P, and (ii) to amend Mq(P), whenever
this is possible, based on the information contained in Mq(P) and the publisher
involved in the change. In the following we investigate how adding a publisher to P
or deleting one affects meta query plans. Without loss of generality, we assume that
all publishers added to or deleted from P are relevant for q, since other changes do
not have an effect on the meta query plan.

Recall that the meta query plan of q w.r.t. a publisher configuration P = S ∪R
is the pair Mq(P) = (MR

q ,MS
q ), where MR

q consists of equivalence classes of
elements of MR

q , the set of maximal relevant republishers, and MS
q is the set of

relevant producers that are not subsumed by any relevant republisher.

3.1 Adding a Producer

If a relevant producer S0 is added then we consider two cases. If S0 is subsumed
w.r.t. q by an existing maximal republisher, say R, then all the data coming from S0

will be republished by R and, similarly, by every republisher in [R]q, the equivalence
class of R. Since the current meta query plan contains the class [R]q, no change is
needed. However, if S0 is not subsumed by a maximal republisher, then it has to be
added to the set of maximal relevant producers.

Proposition 1. Suppose P ′ = P ∪ {S0 }. Then:

1. if there is a class [R]q ∈MR
q such that S0 �q R, then Mq(P ′) = Mq(P);

2. if there is no such class, then Mq(P ′) = (MR
q ,MS

q ∪ {S0 }).

3.2 Deleting a Producer

If a relevant producer S0 is dropped, then the situation is similar to the previous
one. If S0 is not a maximal relevant producer, that is, if it is subsumed by some
republisher, then the meta query plan is not affected by the change, otherwise it
has to be removed from the set of maximal relevant producers.

Proposition 2. Suppose P ′ = P \ {S0 }. Then:

1. if S0 /∈ MS
q , then Mq(P ′) = Mq(P);

2. if S0 ∈ MS
q , then Mq(P ′) = (MR

q ,MS
q \ {S0 }).
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R3:

tool = ’ping’
R4:

psize >= 1024
from = ’hw’

from = ’hw’
R1:

from = ’hw’ /\
tool = ’udpmon’

S1:
from = ’hw’ /\
tool = ’ping’

S2:

from = ’ral’
R2:

from = ’ral’ /\
tool = ’ping’

S3:
from = ’ral’ /\
tool = ’UDPmon’

S4:

Data Flow
Potential answer stream

?

?

Fig. 2. Consumer query q1 being posed at the publisher configuration P2.

3.3 Adding a Republisher

The situation becomes more complex when a relevant republisher R0 is added.
There are three possible cases to be considered:

1. R0 is strictly subsumed by an existing maximal republisher R, that is, R0 ≺q R;
2. R0 is equivalent to an existing maximal republisher R, that is R0 ∼q R; or
3. R0 is not subsumed by any existing maximal republisher.

In case 1, R0 is not needed in the meta query plan, while in case 2, R0 needs to be
added to the class [R]q. In case 3, R0 will form a new equivalence class of its own.
Moreover, it may be the case that R0 subsumes some existing maximal produc-
ers and republishers. If it does, then the subsumption is strict and the publishers
concerned have to be removed from the meta query plan.

Proposition 3. Suppose P ′ = P ∪ {R0 }. Then:

1. if there is a class [R]q ∈MR
q such that R0 ≺q R, then Mq(P ′) = Mq(P);

2. if there is a class [R]q ∈MR
q such that R0 ∼q R, then Mq(P ′) is obtained from

Mq = (MR
q ,MS

q ) by replacing the class [R]q in MR
q with [R]q ∪ {R0};

3. if there is no class [R]q ∈ MR
q with R0 �q R, then Mq(P ′) = (MR

q
′
,MS

q
′)

where
– MR

q
′ is obtained from MR

q by adding the class {R0 } and removing all
classes [R′]q with R′ �q R0

– MS
q
′ is obtained from MS

q by only keeping the producers that are not sub-
sumed by R0, i.e.

MS
q

′
= {S ∈ MS

q | S 6�q R0 }.

We will now consider adding the republisher R4 with the query σtool=’ping’(ntp)
to the publisher configuration P1. With regard to the consumer query q1, we are in
case 1 since R4 ≺q R1. Hence, there is no change to either the meta query plan or
the query plan of q1. The situation in the new configuration is illustrated in Fig. 2.

3.4 Deleting a Republisher

Similar to the previous situation, we distinguish three cases when a republisher R0

is dropped:

1. R0 is strictly subsumed by some maximal relevant republisher;
2. R0 is equivalent to some other maximal relevant republishers; or
3. R0 is a maximal relevant republisher, but these is no other republisher equivalent

to it.
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R3:

tool = ’ping’
R4:

psize >= 1024
from = ’hw’ Data Flow

Potential answer stream

from = ’hw’ /\
tool = ’ping’

S2:
from = ’hw’ /\
tool = ’udpmon’

S1:

from = ’ral’
R2:

from = ’ral’ /\
tool = ’ping’

S3:
from = ’ral’ /\
tool = ’UDPmon’

S4:

Fig. 3. Consumer query q1 being posed at the publisher configuration P3.

In case 1, the meta query plan is not affected, while in case 2, the republisher R0

needs to be deleted from its equivalence class. Case 3, by contrast, requires more
action. The reason is that, intuitively, the deletion of R0 leaves a hole in the set of
data that can be delivered by the remaining republishers in the meta query plan.

To “patch” the hole, those relevant republishers need to be identified that were
not maximal in the presence of R0, but are promoted to maximal ones after the
demise of R0. We define the patch of MR

q for R0 as the set M ′ consisting of those
republishers R′ relevant for q where (i) R′ ≺q R0 and (ii) there is no R ∈ MR

q \{R0 }
such that R′ ≺q R. Then the new set MR

q
′ is obtained by removing the class [R0]q

from MR
q and adding the classes obtained from the elements of M ′. Moreover, some

producers that were subsumed by R0 may not be subsumed by the newly promoted
maximal republishers and have to be added to the set MS

q to yield MS
q
′.

Proposition 4. Suppose P ′ = (S,R \ {R0 }). Then:

1. if R0 /∈ MR
q , then Mq(P ′) = Mq(P);

2. if R0 ∈ MR
q and there is another R ∈ MR

q with R0 ∼q R, then Mq(P ′) is
obtained from Mq = (MR

q ,MS
q ) by replacing the class [R]q in MR

q with [R]q \
{R0};

3. if R0 ∈ MR
q and the class [R0]q ∈MR

q is a singleton, then Mq(P ′) = (MR
q
′
,MS

q
′)

where
– MR

q
′ is obtained from MR

q by removing the class {R0 } and adding all
classes [R′]q such that R′ ∈ M ′ is in the patch M ′ of MR

q for R0

– MS
q
′ is obtained from MS

q by adding those producers relevant for q that were
subsumed by R0, but are not subsumed by any republisher in MR

q
′.

We now consider removing republisher R1 from the publisher configuration P2

to create the publisher configuration P3. Republisher R1 is a maximal relevant
publisher for q1 which is equivalent w.r.t. q1 to R3. This means that we are in
case 2 above. Hence, we replace the equivalence class {R1, R3 } in Mq1(P2) with
the equivalence class {R3 } to give the meta query plan Mq1(P3) =

({
{R3 }

}
, ∅

)
.

The situation in configuration P3 is shown in Fig. 3. We note that in P3 the
consumer query q1 no longer has a choice in the publisher to contact to retrieve its
answer stream in the most efficient manner. It must contact republisher R3, hence
the line showing the data flow from R3 to q1 is now solid in Fig. 3.

We also note that if the consumer had been using R1 in its query plan, then
it would need to “switch” to a new query plan using R3. For now, this is left as
future work, but the mechanisms employed must guarantee that the consumer still
receives a sound and complete w.r.t. its query, duplicate free, and weakly ordered
answer stream.
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3.5 Discussion

The propositions above show that plan maintenance is straightforward if producers
come or go and is more complicated when the set of relevant republishers changes.
The reason is that the streams of producers are only sound w.r.t. to their descriptive
views, but republisher streams are both sound and complete. As a consequence, a
republisher can replace other publishers, which is impossible for a producer.

We also see that in the first three situations considered the new meta query
plan can be constructed from the old one and the publisher that is being added
or deleted from the configuration. It is only when a republisher is deleted, that we
need to consider publishers that are not present in the meta query plan. Clearly,
if the meta query plan of a consumer does not change, there is no need to modify
the actual plan that the consumer is executing. In addition, there are two cases
where a plan is compatible with both, the original and the updated meta query
plan. This holds in case 2 of Proposition 3 and in case 2 of Proposition 4, provided
the republisher that is being deleted does not occur in the plan.

The reader readily verifies that the plan maintenance operations described above
require a number of subsumption checks that is polynomial in the number of pub-
lishers involved. The cost of such checks depends on the form that conditions in
queries and views can take. From the use cases encountered with the R-GMA sys-
tem, we expect that in practice most conditions are conjunctions of comparisons
or equalities, which allow for polynomial time subsumption checks. Of course, if
conditions can contain disjunctions then the problem is NP-hard.

The results of this section do not make any statement as to which part of query
planning should be carried out by the registry service and which by the consumer
posing the query. One possibility would be that the registry service informs a con-
sumer only about maximal relevant publishers. The risk with this approach is that
the consumer may not be able to gather all answers for its query if for some equiv-
alence class all republishers become unavailable. On the other hand, the consumer
could be overburdened by information if it is being notified about every change in
the set of relevant publishers. The choice ultimately depends on characteristics of
the applications that cannot be captured in our framework.

4 Maintaining a Hierarchy of Republishers

Similar to consumers, republishers should include other republishers in their query
plans. A straightforward approach would be to construct and maintain plans and
meta plans for republishers in the same way as for consumers. However, a simple
example shows that this does not work.

4.1 Why Techniques for Consumer Queries Do Not Work

Consider a publisher configuration P0 which consists of the producer S1 and the
republisher R3 as defined in Section 2. The planning techniques developed for con-
sumers would compute the meta query plan for R3 in P0 as MR3(P0) =

(
∅, {S1 }

)
and the only corresponding query plan is QR3 = σtrue(S1).

Now let us add the republisher R1, which yields a configuration P ′0. Treating
R1’s query like a consumer query, in the way described in Section 2, we generate
the meta query plan MR1(P ′0) =

({
{R3 }

}
, ∅

)
, with the corresponding query plan

QR1 = σfrom=’hw’(R3).
In the new configuration P ′0 the meta query plan of R3 has to be adapted, which

can either be done by computing it from scratch or by using Proposition 3. Either
way, we obtain that MR3(P ′0) =

({
{R1}

}
, ∅

)
, and the only plan that it represents

is QR3 = σtrue(R1).
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R3: Data Flow
Potential answer stream

from = ’hw’
R1:

from = ’hw’ /\
tool = ’udpmon’

S1:

Fig. 4. The result of using consumer planning techniques for republisher queries.

The resulting hierarchy is shown in Fig. 4. This result is unsatisfying for two
reasons: (i) the republishers are not connected to the producer, and (ii) there is a
cycle in the dependency relation of the republishers in that R1 consumes from R3

and vice versa. Obviously, the first fact prevents the republishers from obtaining
any data. Moreover, if there are cyclic dependencies between republishers, tuples
could travel an infinite number of times along the cycle. The volume of the resulting
stream could grow indefinitely, and the stream would be neither duplicate free nor
weakly ordered.

One could try to avoid the two problems that we identified in our example with
some ad-hoc modifications of the planning mechanism. However, we prefer to pursue
a more systematic approach.

4.2 Requirements for a Publisher Hierarchy

To come up with a mechanism for constructing and maintaining query plans for
republishers, we identify properties that such a mechanism should have.

We assume that, similar to the one for consumer queries, query plans for repub-
lishers are unions of selections over publishers and that, in addition, each republisher
has a meta query plan, from which actual plans can be formed. Moreover, we assume
that the mechanism produces meta query plans that contain in some way, which
we do not want to specify, a set of candidate publishers on which actual plans are
based.

Now, assume that P is a publisher configuration where every republisher is
holding such a meta query plan and is running a plan derived from it. We say that
a republisher R consumes from a publisher P if and only if publisher P appears in
the query plan for R. Similarly, we say that R potentially consumes from P if and
only if P appears in the meta query plan for R. We say that R depends on a publisher
P if the pair (R,P ) is in the transitive closure of the relation “consumes from” and
we say that R potentially depends on a publisher P if (R,P ) is in the transitive
closure of the relation “potentially consumes from”. We also refer to the relation
“depends on” as the physical publisher hierarchy and to the relation “potentially
depends on” as the logical hierarchy.

We will argue that the following four requirements are essential for any planning
and maintenance mechanism for republishers:

Correctness: The plan for each republisher should be sound and complete for the
defining query as well as duplicate free and weakly ordered.

Cycle Freeness: Neither the physical nor the logical hierarchy should contain any
cycles.

Uniqueness of the Logical Hierarchy: The logical hierarchy should only de-
pend on the publisher configuration P. The way in which it has been created,
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that is, the order in which publishers have been added and deleted should have
no influence on it.

Local Query Planning: To create its query plan and meta query plan, a repub-
lisher should not need any information about the plans and meta plans of other
republishers.

Clearly, a plan that is not correct would fail to implement the republisher and
can lead to the republishers being disconnected from the producers, as in the ex-
ample. The physical hierarchy of the example in the preceding subsection contains
a cycle. We discussed the negative effects of that cycle, which led us to reconsider
the planning problem for republishers. Since cycles in the logical hierarchy may give
rise to cycles in the physical hierarchy, they need to be ruled out, too. A logical
hierarchy will be much easier to understand if it depends only on the structure of
a configuration and not on its history. For the the physical hierarchy, which is a
subrelation of the logical hierarchy, a republisher should be allowed to form it as it
sees fit. If query planning is local, republishers only need to communicate with the
registry service and not with other republishers.

4.3 Generating and Maintaining Query Plans for Republishers

A general analysis shows that cycles and missing links to producers as in the example
above are a consequence of the definition of relevant publishers in Subsection 2.4.
Consider two republishers R1 and R2, where R1 is defined by a query q1 = σDκ

1
(r)

and R2 by q2 = σDκ
2
(r). (For the sake of argument, only key attributes are restricted

by the query conditions.) If Dκ
1 ∧Dκ

2 is satisfiable, then R2 is relevant for the query
q1 and R1 is relevant for q2. If R1 and R2 are also maximal, then we obtain a cycle
between the two republishers in the logical hierarchy.

To avoid cycles, for two republishers R1 and R2 it should be impossible that R1

is relevant for R2 and at the same time R2 is relevant for R1.

General Subsumption and Strong Relevance. To refine the concept of rel-
evance, we introduce a new subsumption relation. Let P be a publisher with the
view σDκ∧Dµ(r) and R be a republisher with the view σEκ∧Eµ(r). We say that P
is subsumed by R, and write P � R, if

Dκ |= Eκ and Eµ |= Dµ.

Intuitively, this means that R delivers tuples for a channel if P does so, and that
for its channels, P delivers all the values that R delivers. We say that P is strictly
subsumed by R, and write P ≺ R, if P � R, but not R � P . Clearly, if both R1 is
subsumed by R2 and R2 by R1, then the view conditions of R1 and R2 are logically
equivalent.

We now use this notion of general subsumption to modify the definition of
relevance. We say that a producer is strongly relevant if it is relevant for the query
of R0 and that a republisher R is strongly relevant for R0 if R ≺ R0. One readily
verifies that strong relevance implies relevance.

Planning Republisher Queries. Let us reconsider the example from the be-
ginning of the section. It is immediate to see that in P ′0, both S1 and R1 are
strongly relevant for R3 while only S1 is strongly relevant for R1. If instead of
relevant publishers, we only admit strongly relevant ones to query planning, the
meta query plan for R1 in P ′0 is MR1(P ′0) =

(
∅, {S1 }

)
, while the one for R3 is

MR3(P ′0) =
({
{R1 }

}
, ∅

)
. The corresponding query plans are QR1 = σfrom=’hw’(S1)

and QR3 = σtrue(R1). Neither the physical nor the logical hierarchy contain a cycle.
The next proposition shows that this is not accidental.
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Proposition 5. If meta query plans for republishers are only based on strongly
relevant publishers, then all plans derived from them are correct. Moreover, for any
publisher configuration, there is a unique logical hierarchy, which is cycle free, and
meta query plans and plans can be computed locally by each republisher.

Intuitively, the result holds for the following reasons. Plans are still correct, as
they were for consumer queries, because the relevance criterion for producers has not
been changed. A plan using only strongly relevant republishers may have to access
more producers than one relying on relevant republishers, because fewer producers
are made redundant by republishers. By definition, the logical hierarchy depends
only on the publishers and their conditions, which uniquely determine it. Since any
strongly relevant publisher for R is strictly subsumed by R, there cannot be any
cycles in the logical hierarchy. A plan can be computed by an individual republisher
based on information about its strongly relevant publishers, without coordinating
the planning with other republishers.

Maintaining Republisher Query Plans. The meta query plan for a consumer or
republisher query q is defined in terms of relevant or strongly relevant publishers,
respectively, that are maximal w.r.t. the quasiorder “�q”. A closer inspection of
the results in Section 3 reveals that all four propositions hold, independently of
how relevant publishers are defined. Therefore, the maintenance techniques of that
section can be applied directly for republisher queries.

We again consider the examples of adding republisher R4 and removing R1

given in Section 3 from the point of view of the republisher queries. We note that
the situation for the consumer query is as detailed earlier.

In publisher configuration P2, we note that R4 is strongly relevant for R3, so
we must consider maintaining R3’s meta query plan. We note that R4 is not sub-
sumed w.r.t. R3’s query by either of the maximal relevant publishers in MR3(P1).
Therefore, we are in case 3 of Proposition 3. Thus, the new meta query plan is
MR3(P3) =

({
{R1 }, {R2 }, {R4 }

}
, ∅

)
.

The resulting logical, and physical, hierarchy1 is shown in Fig. 2. We notice that
the general republisher R3 now has three sources, even though the previous two
would still cover all the available data. We have chosen this method of construction
because

1. it maintains the criteria identified in Subsection 4.2 for a publisher hierarchy,
2. it is computationally difficult to show that R1 and R2 cover the entire set of

channels available, and
3. the state would not be stable, if for example a new producer S5 with the view

σfrom=’sunderland’∧tool=’ping’(ntp) was introduced, then republisher R4 would sup-
ply the channels.

We now turn our attention back to the example of dropping republisher R1.
Republisher R1 is a maximal relevant publisher for R3 in P2 which is in a singleton
equivalence class. According to case 3 of Proposition 4, when republisher R1 is
removed the meta query plan for R3 will no longer be complete and the “hole” left
must be patched. This is achieved by adding producer S1 to generate the meta query
plan MR3(P3) =

({
{R2 }, {R4 }

}
, {S1 }

)
. Producer S2 is not added to MR3(P3)

since S2 ≺R3 R4. The resulting hierarchy is shown in Fig. 3.

1 The logical and physical hierarchies coincide since each equivalence class of republishers
is a singleton set.
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5 Related Work

Data streams are a relatively recent area of research, but have attracted much in-
terest. Initial work in this area has been concerned with developing centralised data
stream management systems which are similar to database management systems.
Such systems include STREAM [2], TelegraphCQ [11], and Aurora [3].

More recently there has been interest in moving to more distributed settings
with the D-CAPE system [14]. However, this is aimed at running over a cluster of
tightly coupled machines.

The dQUOB project [12] is also looking at querying distributed data streams.
In dQUOB, precompiled trigger queries, called “quoblets”, are inserted into the
distributed data streams. These quoblets then filter the stream at, or near, the
source and perform some processing on the data contained. However, each data
source must publish its data for a separate relation.

There has also been interest in publishing and querying XML streams in a peer-
to-peer network. StreamGlobe [13] is a system which answer queries efficiently, in
a decentralised manner, by filtering and combining streams together. At present,
there are no guarantees about the completeness of the answer streams returned.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have built upon earlier techniques for integrating data streams
in a publish/subscribe network [4], which allowed a consumer to generate a query
plan against a static set of publishers. We have now shown how to maintain these
query plans when a publisher is added to, or removed from the network.

We have also shown that a publisher hierarchy is a desirable feature of such a
network as it allows

1. more efficient query answering, and
2. the system to scale to larger numbers of components.

We have formalised the desirable properties of a publisher hierarchy, and developed
techniques for republishers to form and maintain such a hierarchy.

One important piece of future work is to develop methods to switch between
query plans. These methods will need to ensure that the component is still receiving
a sound and complete answer stream w.r.t. its query, and that the stream is duplicate
free and weakly ordered.

Other interesting areas of research would be to increase the complexity of allow-
able queries, e.g. selection queries that join tables together using sliding windows,
and to look at integrating static data into the system.
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